RED TAIL CHASING HAWKS
Calvin Standing Bear & James Torres
"Music for the Spirit"

At times of such turmoil we need to share this music NOW ...more than ever!

EAGLE DANCES WITH THE WIND
Native American Flute & Keyboard
Artists: Calvin Standing Bear & James Torres
- Red Tail Chasing Hawks

BROTHER HAWK
Native American Flute & Keyboard
Artists: Calvin Standing Bear & James Torres
- Red Tail Chasing Hawks

FLY EAGLE FLY
Calvin's Lastest Single
Composition of Contemporary Flute & Songs

www.calvinstandingbear.org
(303) 915-3675
(719) 433-6707
cmatonajin@aol.com

"Together they join the soothing tranquil tones of the cedar flute with piano and keyboards to create songs as musical prayers and meditations in time honored Native tradition." - Canyon Records

"I am pleased to write this letter of support for Mr. Calvin Standing Bear and hope that you will seriously consider supporting his work."
- Nora Robinson, Education Director, Colorado Symphony Orchestra

Their music can be heard while walking through the grand concourse A at the Denver International Airport. Continuous invitations have been extended from the city of Denver & the Colorado Preforming Arts Council.

"Since 1996, Red Tail Chasing Hawks played a big part in the success of the Rocky Mountain Indian Festivals. We highly recommend Calvin and James to help make your event peaceful and memorable. Their "Music for the Spirit" mesmerizes & pleases everyone."
- Rocky Mountain Indian Festival Committee
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